Dimming & Flickering problems with your LED Fixtures & Bulbs? 
PCS HAS THE SOLUTION with the LDS-120V!

LED Dimming Stabilizer - Smart Load Resistor™

When to use the LDS-120V

- When there is any flickering of a LED fixture with a dimmer.
- When the LED will not dim to a low enough level.
- When the LED will not ramp up from the off state correctly.
- Can be installed with any manufacturer’s dimmer.

How to install the LDS-120V

- Connect the red and white wires in parallel with the LED fixture.
- The LDS-120V can be installed in the dimmer switch box behind the dimmer or at the fixture.
- Only one LDS-120V needed for multiple fixtures wired to one dimmer.

Patent Pending Application # 62333244

www.pcslighting.com/pulseworx/products/tools/lds
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